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1. How do you become a better writer?  (better = more accurate, better style) 
a. Write a lot 
b. Write a lot and get corrected 
c. Study grammar and spelling rules 
d. Study writing style/text structure (eg what is a good introduction? What goes into 

the conclusion? 
e. Read what you want to read. 

 
a. More writing will not result in better writing form: Writing form is the result of 
reading. 

 Early study: DeVries, T. (1970). Reading, writing frequency, and expository writing. 
 Reading Improvement, 7,14-15, 19. 5th graders: (1) 2 themes a week for 9 weeks (2) 
no writing, but increased reading, in and out of class. On impromptu essays, reading group 
clearly made better gains in content, mechanics, organization, and grammar. Other 
studies confirm writing frequency and grammar study have no effect. Later studies: Self-
selected reading > writing, performance on TOEFL, TOIEC. Studies cited in: Krashen, S. 
2021. Developing competence in a second language through reading fiction. 
http://www.sdkrashen.com/content/articles/developing_competence_in_a_second_lang
uage_through_reading_fiction_2021.pdf 
 b. the effect of correction:  
 Semke, H. 1984. Effects of the red pen. Foreign Language Annals, 17.3: 195- 202 
 Taylor,S.  and Hoedt, K. 1966. The effect of praise upon the quality and quantity of 
creative writing. The Journal of Educational Research 60,2: 80-83. 
              Truscott, J. (1996). The case against grammar correction in L2 writing classes. 
Language Learning, 46, 327–369. 
 Truscott, J. (2007). The effect of error correction on learners’ ability to write 
accurately. Journal of  Second Language Writing, 16, 255–272. 
 Truscott, J., & Hsu, A. Y.-p. (2008). Error correction, revision, and learning. Journal 
of Second Language Writing, 17, 292–305. 
 c. study grammar and spelling rules 
(a) grammar: Krashen, S. 2003. Explorations in Language Acquisition and Use: The Taipei 
Lectures. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1G_4bctdt31xoB66MXoWNcnnWoWoL3cvr 
(b) spelling: Krashen, S. and White, H. 1991. Is spelling acquired or learned? A re-analysis 
of Rice (1897) and Cornman (1902). ITL: Review of Applied Linguistics 91-92: 1-48. 
https://tinyurl.com/y9kon6b4 
http://www.sdkrashen.com/content/articles/1991-_is_spelling_acquired_or_learned.pdf 

d. Study writing style/text structure (eg what is a good introduction? What goes 
into the conclusion? 
It is ASSUMED that teaching text structure is helpful and some studies show it has 
a positive effect. BUT: Not asked in any of the studies on teaching text structure is 
this obvious question: Are these text structures acquired without instruction via 
reading? Do they have to be taught? 



e. Read what you want to read: Evidence that reading fiction improves academic 
vocabulary. 

(1) McQuilllan (Reading in a Foreign Language, 2020): Reading all seven 
Harry P1984otter novels predicts acquisition of 204 academic words, 
assuming 12 repetitions > acquisition. Three times as time efficient as 
direct instruction. 

(2) McQuillan (Reading Matrix, 2019) 22 novels for young people (e.g. 
Nancy Drew, Twilight): 85% of 485 “academic” words on academic word 
list. 44% appear 12 times or more (213).   

(3) Rolls & Rogers: one million words of reading science-fiction:92% of 318 
science words that appear in different areas of science. 
https://news.google.com/search?q=when%20the%20stakes%20are%20
high%20for%20policy%20decisions&hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen 

 
2. Do you ever come up with new ideas while you are writing?  
3. Do you ever change your mind while you are writing? If so, do you like to revise or 

is it an annoyance? 
 
Writing helps us solve problems and can make us smarter. “Meaning is what you 
end up with, not what you start out with.” (Peter Elbow) 
The power of REVISION. Core of the “composing process.” 
NEIL SIMON: “mediocre writers write, good writers rewrite.” 
VONNEGUT: "..writing allows even a stupid person to seem halfway intelligent, if 
only that person will write the same thought over and over again, improving it just 
a little bit each time.. a lot like inflating a blimp with a bicycle pump. Anybody can 
do it. All it takes is time." 
 

4. Do you make an outline? If you do, do you stick to it?  
a. Good writers plan, but not always formally, willing to change their plans. 
b. As you write, you find your “mistakes”: 
There’s nothing wrong with being wrong.  (Noam Chomsky): Welcome revision! 
This is how we get smarter. 

 “I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I needed to 
be.” Douglas Adams 
“For me, writing is exploration; and most of the time, I’m surprised where the journey takes 
me.” Jack Dann 
 
WRITER’S BLOCK 

5. Do you ever have writer’s block? How often?  never; rarely; once, twice per hour, 
every few minutes 

6. What do you do about it?   Work through it; take a break. 
7. If you take a break, how long is the break? A few minutes; 10-15 minutes, an hour 

or more. 
8. If you take a break, what do you do on the break?  

1. Work on another project,  
2. Do something mindless. (eg wash a few dishes) 

 



INCUBATION: Krashen, S. 2001. Incubation: A neglected aspect of the writing process. ESL 
Journal 4(2): 10-11. https://tinyurl.com/y87m3ex5. 
 
a. Problem-solving often requires “an interval free from conscious thought” to allow 

the free working of the subconscious mind (Wallas, 1926, The Art of Thought) 
b. Tolle (1999): “All true artists, whether they know it or not, create from a place of 

no-mind, from inner stillness … breakthroughs came at a time of mental quietude” 
(p. 20). 

c. Poincare (1924) there must be a "preliminary period of conscious work which also 
precedes all fruitful unconscious labor.” 

d. Poincare- when blocked in math: put wood on the fire, return to word, some 
clarification 

 
WRITING > BLOCK > INCUBATION > SOLUTIONS 
 

9. Do you find it difficult to start writing? Is it frustrating?  
How often are you totally happy with your first draft? 
 
Hemingway: “The first draft of anything is shit.” 
 

10. How much of your writing time is really productive - you feel you are really getting 
things done?  
John Tate: ” … I spend 50% of my time working hard and not getting anywhere, but 
maybe 10% of my time making some progress; and 40% of my time wondering how 
I can be so unproductive 90% of the time.’ John Tate, a very distinguished 
mathematician, was making the point that even smart people struggle and waste 
time worrying about it.” (A. Cohen, p. 2018; p. 269). “Attracting and supporting 
mathematicians for the mathematical education of Teachers,” in Li, Y., Lewis,W.J. 
& Madden, J. (Eds.). Mathematics Matters in Education. pp. 259-275. 

 
11. Do some people find it easy to write well, with good style, good ideas? 

“.. too many potential creators are inhibited by a belief that gifted others solve 
problems directly” (Campbell, DT 1974, Simonton, Scientific Genius). 
Charles Darwin: “I cannot remember a single first-formed hypothesis which had 
not after a time to be given up or greatly modified” (Simonton, Scientific Genius, p. 
190). 
Einstein's Mistakes: The Human Failings of Genius (Hans Ohanian).  Krashen: 
“Ohanian makes one big mistake himself: The title of the book. This book tells us a 
lot more than ‘Einstein’s Mistakes.’ To paraphrase Kepler, it reveals the wondrous 
and twisted roads that lead to knowledge.” 
“This does not represent my current position.” 

 
12. Do you start each session by reviewing what you wrote before? 

“I rise at first light and I start by rereading and editing everything I have written to 
the point I left off” (Hemingway, in Winokur, 1990, p. 247).   

 
 



13. Do you make sure your spelling and grammar are correct as you write?  
Universal advice: Delay editing. (editing and revising are NOT the same) 
Don’t put on your makeup before you shower. 
 

14. Do you wait for inspiration? 
Stephen King: don’t “wait for the Muse.  Your job is to make sure the muse 
knows where you are going to be every day from nine 'till noon or seven 'till 
three”  
Susan Sontag: "… you can't wait for inspiration.“ (Brodie, 1997, p.  38),  
Madeleine L’Engle: "Inspiration usually comes during work, rather than before 
it.“ 

 
WRITING > BLOCKS > INCUBATION > SOLUTIONS 
 

15. Do you have a regular writing time? a Morning. b. Afternoon. c. Night 
Michael Chabon: 10 pm-4 am, Maya Angelou 6:30 am- 12:30, 1:30. 

 
16. Do you have a writing quota, or writing schedule? 

Page counters: (Updike, Bradbury);  
Word counters: (Haley, Wambaugh) (Murray, 1990) 
 

17. How do you deal with criticism and feedback? 
a. Avoid it until the pain is reduced. 
b. Ignore it completely 
c. Deal with it completely, immediately.  
d. Make changes to please the critics (and make sure your work is 

published/accepted). 
 
Deal with feedback right away: Accept those criticisms that you think feel are 
right, and reject those that you think are wrong, even if it doing this means not 
getting the paper published in a prestigious journal.  It is your paper, you are 
responsible for the content.  

 
 Expect rejection:  
 Everybody gets rejected: not everybody talks about it.  
 Charles Schultz (Peanuts comic strip) “reports that the cartoons he submitted for 
 his high school yearbook were rejected.  Susan Ohanian Books Day by Day 
 “Dune, by Frank Herbert, the world’s best-selling science-fiction novel, was 
 rejected more than 20 times before being accepted …”. From: 1,227 Quite 
 Interesting Facts to Blow Your Socks Off. J. Lloyd, J. Mitchinson, & J. Harkin, 2013. 
 Harry Potter was rejected 12 times, 12 different publishers. (Bloomsbury accepted 
 it) 
 My spelling paper: Krashen, S. and White, H. 1991. Is spelling acquired or learned? 
 A re-analysis of Rice (1897) and Cornman (1902). ITL: Review of Applied Linguistics 
 91-92: 1-48. https://tinyurl.com/y9kon6b4 
 http://www.sdkrashen.com/content/articles/1991_is_spelling_acquired_or_learn
ed.pdf 



 
Refusal rates: APA 2013 76% 
Important papers eventually get published. 
 

18. A little each day (regular daily writing), or long sessions when you feel the 
conditions are right (binge)? 
 
Boice (1982):  junior faculty members who had a “regular, moderate habit of 
writing,” compared to those who were “binge” writers. 
If Charles Dickens missed a day of writing, "he needed a week of hard slog to get 
back into the flow" (Hughes, in Plimpton, 1999, p. 247).  
 

19. Do you first read all about the topic, and after that start to write? 
 

Write before you read: It’s easier to write now when you know less (Peter Elbow). 
THEN read to see what others think:  

The more research you do, the more impossible it is to start writing. You already 
have so much material… that you can’t find a place to start, you can’t find a 
beginning to grab hold of in that tangled ball of string …. Writing first thoughts … 
keeps you from falling into that research paralysis….it’s easier to write now when 
you know less … If you do write first thoughts … or an instant version you will be 
able to get much more out of any reading and research you have to do for your 
paper…You will find yourself interested and alert as you read to see when the 
other authorities are smart enough to agree (with you)….”  (P. Elbow, Writing with 
Power, pp. 64-65.) 

 
20. Do you generally stay with the same idea or change direction drastically from 

paper to paper. 
 
Resist acting on infatuation with ideas outside your main interest.  
Simonton: “the more successful psychologist is one whose research program 
seems to concentrate on a well-defined set of interrelated topics rather than 
‘spreading out too thin’.” (p. 182).  Simonton, D.K.  1997/ Genius and Creativity:  
“Progress in research (is) characterized by a natural development from one group 
of ideas to another, instead of a flitting from interest to interest in a quite 
inconsequential manner.”  (Walter B. Cannon, The Way of an Investigator, 1945, p. 
218) cited on p.706 of Crane, D. Scientists at major and minor universities: A study 
of productivity and recognition. American Sociological Review 30: 699-714. 
 

 


